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Abstract
Acoustic propagation in shallow water is greatly dependent on the geoacoustic properties of the
sea-bottom. This paper exploits this dependence for estimating geoacoustic sediment properties
from the bottom acoustic returns of known signals received on a hydrophone line array. There
are two major issues in this approach: one is the feasibility of acoustic inversion with a limited
aperture line array, the other is related to the knowledge of the geometry of the experimental
configuration. To test the feasibility of this approach, a 40 hydrophone - 4 m spaced towed
array together with a low-frequency acoustic source, was operated at a shallow water site in the
Strait of Sicily. In order to estimate the array deformation in real time, it has been equipped
with a set of non-acoustic positioning sensors (compasses, tiltmeters, pressure gauges). The
acoustic data was inverted using two complementary approaches: a genetic algorithm (GA)
like approach and a radial basis functions (RBF) inversion scheme. More traditional methods,
based on core sampling, seismic survey and geophone data, together with Hamilton’s regression
curves, have also been employed on the same tracks, in order to provide a ground truth reference
environment. The results of the experiment, can be summarized as follows: 1) the towed array
movement is not negligible for the application considered, and the use of positioning sensors
are essential for a proper acoustic inversion, 2) the inversion with GA and RBF are in good
qualitative agreement with the ground truth model, and 3) the GA scheme tends to have better
stability properties. On the other hand, repeated inversion of successive field measurements
requires much less computational effort with RBF.
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Introduction

Seafloor sediments in shallow water areas are most often characterized by strong variability,
both in terms of sediment properties and of layer thickness. Seismic surveying is currently
used for determining layer thickness variability along selected tracks while the morphological
changes of the different strata are estimated from a number of in-situ samples (typically cores)
strategically placed along the tracks. Employing seismic surveying and coring for exploring
extensive areas is, in general, a very expensive and time consuming task. A possible way
to circumvent this problem is to extend the concept of the existing seismic survey systems
and attempt to directly invert the acoustic field received on a towed array of hydrophones
avoiding the need for coring. Inversion of acoustic returns for estimating sea-bottom geoacoustic
parameters has been proposed by Frisk et al. [1] and then attempted with different approaches
and in various environments by others [2] - [4]. An overview of the work done to date in this
field can be found in [5] and in the references herein.
The approach discussed here differs from most common approaches proposed to date both
in the system geometry and in its mode of operation. In particular, the use of a horizontal
line array and a sound source towed by the same ship imposes a constant source-receiver
range and physical limitations in the usable array aperture for safe operation in shallow water.
Another important difference is that the bottom reflected acoustic field measured at a given
instant in time corresponds to a limited seafloor portion between the source and the receiving
hydrophone array allowing, under a successful inversion, for a spatially localized geoacoustic
estimate. This is in contrast with most of the methods described in the literature that provide
average geoacoustic estimates over several kilometers.
There are two major issues in this approach: one is the feasibility of acoustic inversion with
a limited aperture line array, the other is the need for a precise knowledge of the geometry of
the experimental configuration and, in particular, for the relative position of each receiver in
the array with respect to the sound source. To test the feasibility of this approach, a towed
array, consisting of 40 hydrophones at 4 meter spacing, together with a low-frequency acoustic
source, was operated in a shallow water site in the Strait of Sicily along a selected track. This
156 meter aperture array was equipped with a set of non-acoustic positioning sensors (compasses, tiltmeters, pressure gauges) in order to estimate the array deformation in real time, and
to estimate the source - receiver geometry. Using the estimated geometry and the available
environmental information, the acoustic data gathered was inverted using two approaches: a
genetic algorithm (GA) and a radial basis function (RBF) inversion scheme. More traditional
approaches, based on core sampling, seismic survey and geophone data, together with Hamilton’s regression curves, were also employed along the same track, in order to provide a ground
truth reference environment model.
This paper is organized as follows: the next section presents a full description of the sea
trial and the measurements performed at the experimental site for estimating the ground truth
environment model. Section 3 describes the towed array non-acoustic instrumentation for array
deformation estimation, the methods employed, and the relevant features extracted. Section
4 deals with the data inversion methods and seafloor model identification. Section 5 shows
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and discusses the results obtained at the Adventure Bank site in the Strait of Sicily area and
Section 6 draws some conclusions and future trends.
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Experimental setup

2.1

Experimental area and the towed array run

The SAG1-94 experiment took place at the Adventure Bank, Strait of Sicily, during March
of 1994 (Figure 1). The objective of this experiment was to test the possibility of estimating
the bottom geoacoustic parameters by inversion of towed array acoustic data in a weakly
geoacoustic range-dependent area. The source-receiver geometry used during the experiment
is schematically depicted in Figure 2. The sound speed in the water column was measured
with CTD and XBT’s casts, before and during the acoustic experiment, as well as on other
days during the same cruise. The result was a very stable typical winter Mediterranean sound
velocity profile, slightly upward refracting with 1507 m/s at the surface and 1510 m/s near the
bottom.
The towed array was equipped with both acoustic and non-acoustic sensors. The acoustic
portion of the array consisted of 40 omnidirectional hydrophones with a spacing of 4 meters
including adjustable pre-filtering and acquisition rate. The non-acoustic sensors are described
in the next Section.
The array was towed at a speed of 4 knots and at a depth of approximately 50 m. The
measured water depth along the track is represented in Figure 3. This figure shows two distinct
portions: one that has a relatively constant water depth of approximately 120 m and another
that has a variable depth between 120 - 150 m depth. The acoustic source, a flextensional
transducer with a lower resonance at 120 Hz, was suspended at approximately 40 m depth. A
pressure gauge installed on the transducer allowed to precisely monitoring of the source depth
along the track.
Two different kinds of acoustic signal were transmitted during the tow:
• continuous wave (CW) signals at a given frequency, to be used in the inversion schemes.
The track was divided into several runs each lasting 5 min (for convenience of analysis).
Those that have been analysed in this paper are listed in Table 1, together with the
transmitted frequency. When the source was transmitting in CW mode, each hydrophone
output was low pass filtered at 300 Hz, sampled at 750 Hz, and coded with 12 bits.
The received time series at each hydrophone was divided in portions of 2048 samples
(roughly corresponding to 3 seconds of data) and transformed into the frequency domain,
with a standard Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). From the transformed data the received
acoustic field (amplitude and phase) at the transmitting frequency is extracted for each
hydrophone. In this way it is possible to build, for every 3 seconds interval, the received
acoustic field at the hydrophone positions. In the following we refer to this data as the
”snapshot” of the acoustic field.
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Run
#
108
109
110
111
207
208
209

Start
hh:mm
09:43
09:48
09:54
09:59
11:19
11:24
11:29

Transmission
Hz
CW 115
CW 150
CW 175
CW 200
CW 100
CW 100
CW 100

SD
m
39
39
40
39
40
40
40

SR RD
m
m
535 50-60
”
”
”
”
”
”
” 50-55
”
”
”
”

Table 1: List of runs during day 4 March 1994, SAG1-94 cruise. CW = continous wave at
specified frequency, SD = source depth, SR = source-first receiver range, RD = first receiver
depth.
• triangularly shaped acoustic pulses, of 2.5 ms length, to monitor the source-receiving
distance. At certain intervals along the track (typically every 15 minutes, but the sequence
is not regular), the source was switched to the pulse mode, the low pass filter at the
hydrophone output switched to 500 Hz, and the sampling rate changed to 1000 Hz.
Each impulse transmitted is referred to as “ping” data in the following. The ping data
acquisition lasted for about five minutes (including the time necessary to switch from
one transmitting - receiving configuration to the other), and then CW transmission and
acquisition was resumed. From the acoustic pings, the range between the source and
the first array hydrophone was computed through a multiple hydrophone fit (neglecting
array deformations along the horizontal plane), giving a stable source - first receiver range
estimate of approximately 535 m.
An obvious limitation of our experimental equipment is that it was not possible to acquire
source-receiver distance information at the same time as the CW acoustic transmission. However, since the estimated source-receiver distance is very stable, it has been assumed that it
remained constant at 535 m during the CW transmission.

2.2

Ground truth identification

In order to assess the potential of the proposed methodology, independent geoacoustic measurements have been performed, on different days, on the same track as the acoustic data. One
of the problems in obtaining independent measurements is that it is necessary to use the same
techniques that exhibit all the drawbacks that the proposed acoustic method wants to avoid.
The following procedures were adopted:
• Seismic survey: conducted by simultaneously towing, over the same track, a 3.5 KHz
boomer and a 5000 J sparker. It provides a qualitative image of the seafloor and of the
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Core
#
280
281
281

P vel Grain sz Porosity
m/s
(mean) φ
%
1546
6.49
62.7
1562
6.61
70.8
1593
3.92
57.2

Density
(wet) g/cm3
1.63
1.54
1.72

Carbonate content
%
73.9
72.7
87.9

Table 2: Measured geophysical properties of cores 280 and 281. The first two readings refer to
a depth of 0.1 m within the sediment. The last reading refers to a depth of 1.1 m within the
sediment for core no. 281. No such reading was possible for core no. 280.
fine layering structures (Figure 4). Note that during this survey the ship moved in the
opposite direction from the towed array track.
• Coring: two gravity cores (labelled as core no. 280 and core no. 281) were taken along the
track; however, with very poor penetration. The cores were analyzed in the laboratory
once back from the cruise. ¿From the core measurements the surficial sediment properties
used in the determination of the ground truth model are reported in Table 2. In Table
2 the measurements for core 280 were made at a depth of 0.10 m within the sediment.
For core 281 two sets of measurements at depths of 0.10 and 1.10 m were obtained. As
a general description, the bottom in the area can be considered as mostly composed by
carbonate sand, with a thin cover of sandy silt [6].
• Seismic interface waves: an array of geophones was deployed at the seafloor to measure
the propagation of seismic interface waves in situ. The array was deployed at approximately the same position as core no. 280, along the acoustic track direction. From the
dispersion of the interface waves, a model of shear wave speed as a function of depth for
the first fifteen meters of the bottom was obtained according to the procedures of Caiti
et al. [7]. The results are reported in Table 3.
In order to produce a ground truth geoacoustic model, the above mentioned measurements
have been used with Hamilton’s correlation tables and regression curves [8]. In particular, we
firstly computed a compressional wave speed profile as a function of depth from the shear wave
speed profile and the surficial measurement of core no. 280, using the equations in [8], pag. 31.
The ground truth Hamiltonian model thus obtained is reported in Table 4, where the depth
referred to is at the location of core no. 280. Since this is very local information it was
assumed that these geoacoustic properties remained constant along each bottom layer of the
seismic survey track shown on Figure 4. Therefore, the towed array bottom inversion will
be evaluated against information of Table 4 extrapolated, for each layer, along the layering
structure of Figure 4.
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Depth below seafloor
m
0-2
2-4
4-6
6-8
8-10
10-12
12-15
15-18
≥ 18

S vel
m/s
225
229
247
274
292
294
287
299
358

Table 3: Interval shear wave speed estimated from the dispersion characteristic of seismic
interface waves.

Depth P vel
m
m/s
0
1507
118
1510
118 - 124 1550
124 - 126 1585
126 - 136 1610
≥ 136
1700

S vel
m/s
0
0
230
275
290
360

P att S att Dens
dB/λ dB/λ g/cm3
0
0
1
0
0
1
0.17
3
1.63
0.17
3
1.7
0.4
3.3
1.7
0.37
3.3
1.82

Description
water column
recent sediments-sand
transition - sand
quaternary sediments - sand
quaternary sediments - sand

Table 4: Geoacoustic model obtained from independent measurements and Hamilton’s regression curves at the core no. 280 site. Depth is assumed to be 0 m at the water surface.
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Non-acoustic sensor positioning data

The sensor positioning data was obtained from 6 recording modules, each one composed of one
tiltmeter, one compass, and one accelerometer located in the towed array as shown in Figure 5.
In the head and tail modules there are also pressure gauges for depth monitoring. All the sensor
positioning system information was cabled to the tow ship, digitized, processed, and displayed
in real time. The procedure used was simply based on recording the horizontal (compass) and
vertical (tiltmeter) deviations from a reference hydrophone, and on a polynomial interpolation
scheme to obtain the shape deformation between the module positions. The accelerometer
information was found redundant, very noisy, and finally not used for estimating array shape
deformations. As an example, Figure 6 shows the at sea recorded array deformations before,
during, and after a 180 degree ship turn. It can be noted that, in general, the array is never
straight or horizontal even when the ship is steaming along a straight line.
Using the time information, the estimated array shape deformation is correlated to the
acoustic field snapshots, so that each snapshot during a run is associated to a set of hydrophone
positions. Figure 7 shows a three dimensional perspective of the estimated array deformation
during a 5 minute interval (run 209 in this example). Strong depth variations can be observed
that have to be taken into account in the inversion since they represent deviations of up to and
more than a wavelength at the highest frequency considered.
It has been observed [9] that, using the X-Y plane estimated positions on 360◦ planewave
beamforming, ship echos remain coherent throughout the turn and can be unambigously resolved from the left and right side of the ship track corresponding to their true locations. These
observations do not mean that the hydrophone positions have been exactly estimated but assert that the position estimates are consistent with the ship movement and, according to the
observed mainlobe degradation, at least within λ/2 of the true position (on the X-Y plane),
where λ is the acoustic wavelength.

4

Data inversion and seafloor model identification

The data used for the estimation of the seafloor parameters are the acoustic field snapshots
obtained from the CW signals transmitted as described in Section 2. By inverting each individual snapshot, one gets a series of estimated geoaocustic parameters as a function of time along
the surveyed track. One well-known character of the data inversion is that it is a strongly nonlinear optimization problem [10]; moreover, since an inverse problem has to be solved for each
snapshot, the computation of the inverse solution over all the runs becomes very demanding
from a numerical point of view.
To deal more efficiently with the computational complexity of the problem, we have tested
two alternative methods. In the first, a matched-field-like objective function is maximized with
a genetic algorithm (GA). In the second, a regular approximation of the non-linear inverse
function is determined as a series of radial basis functions (RBF).
Both methods have already been discussed in general elsewhere [11], [12], [13], and here we
focus on the description of how both techniques are able to reduce the computational effort,
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and on the computational cost in terms of accuracy of the estimated solution.
Both methods use the SAFARI/OASES code [14] as the numerical engine for the computation of the forward problem. There is also an important difference in the two algorithms that
we wish to mention at this point: the GA algorithm uses both amplitude and phase of the
received field, while the RBF algorithm uses only the amplitude information.

4.1
4.1.1

Data inversion with GA
Background

This method starts from a very classical parameter estimation problem where the observation is
a non-linear, but (assumed) known function of the parameter vector corrupted by uncorrelated
zero mean additive noise. Let Y = {yn ; n = 1, . . . , N } be the observation ensemble with
yn being an L multivariate normally distributed complex random variable representing the
snapshot n of the received acoustic pressure and modelled by
yn (ωk , γT ) = bn (ωk )p(ωk , γT ) + n (ωk ),

k = 1, . . . , K,

(1)

where bn is a N (0, σb2 ) distributed complex random variable, representing the non-deterministic
source amplitude at the receiver due to environment fluctuations not included in the noise
process n , and p(ωk , γT ) is the L sensor vector solution of the wave equation at frequency ωk
for the true parameter vector γT . An estimator γ̂T of γT given Y is [11]
γ̂T = arg[max{p(ωk , γ)H R̂y (ωk )p(ωk , γ)}],

(2)

γ

where R̂y (ωk ) is the data sample covariance matrix at frequency ωk given by the average of the
data outer products, N R̂y = YY H . We fixed N = 1 (i.e., we inverted one single snapshot at a
time), and adopted a GA-like strategy for solving the optimization problem of Eq. (2) [15]. In
order to speed up the standard GA, we have introduced some modifications, the most important
of which consists in progressively reducing the parameter search space during the GA search.
The price paid for the speed up in computation is an increased probability of getting stuck
in a local maximum of the fitness function, the very problem global search algorithms try to
avoid. A more extensive description of the modifications introduced in the basic GA, together
with some examples, can be found in [11]. Here the GA parameters were chosen as follows: the
population size was set to 30, the reproduction size was 0.5, the crossover probability was 0.8
and the mutation rate was set to 0.05. The total number of forward model runs was limited
to 1500. As shown in [10] an important requirement for reaching an unbiased estimate is the
adequate specification of the environmental model (water depth, layer thickness, . . .) and of
the receiving geometry: source-receiver range, relative depths, . . . One way to achieve this is
to include layer thickness and water depth in the search space with relatively narrow variation
intervals around the expected values allowing for a better fit (higher fitness function Eq. (2))
and convergence to an unbiased parameter vector estimate. This procedure of including “known
parameters” into the search is called focalization and it has been proved succesful, for instance,
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in [16] and [17]. Although, focalization techniques increase the number of parameters to be
estimated, and also increase the amount of computation required by the search algorithm.
In trying to limit this increase in computational cost while still preserving the benefits of
focalization, we have adopted a double-step strategy that is described in the next subsection.
4.1.2

Data inversion procedure

The data inversion procedure was separated into two parts: first, the model and geometry
setting, and then the inversion of the sequence of snapshots. During model setting a single
acoustic field snapshot was selected for each run (typically at the beginning of the run) and
the GA inversion attempted for compressional velocity, water depth and layer thickness. That
is, focalization was employed during model setting, increasing the required number of forward
model runs. The estimated layer thicknesses and water depth was then held constant for the
inversion of all other snapshots within the same run (approx. 5 minutes). In the course of GA
inversion, the array position estimated from the non-acoustic sensor was used to specify the
receiver depths. The GA parameters for the inversion of all the snapshots have been reported
in the previous subsection. Note that, with our parameter setting, the inversion of a single run
along the track requires approximately 150,000 forward model runs. The inversion results with
this method have been found to be very insensitive to shear speed, density and attenuation,
and no significant results for these parameters have been obtained.

4.2

Data inverson with Radial Basis Functions (RBF)

The RBF approach is based on the idea of approximating the inverse function through a series
of basis functions belonging to the RBF class. So, each seafloor parameter mi of interest is
estimated through the following expression:
mi =

N
X

cij φ(kx − xj k)

(3)

j=1

where φ(r) is a specific RBF, and x is the vector of acoustic data to be inverted. We remark
that the data vector x used with the RBF algorithm is the square amplitude of the acoustic
field snapshot, expressed in decibels (i.e. the received power at the transmitting frequency).
The coefficients cij and the centers xj , j = 1, · · · , N , are determined in the following way.
Each xj is the acoustic field corresponding to a known seafloor model, computed with SAFARI,
with all the geometric and environmental information (i.e., source-receiver distance, receiver
positions, sound speed profile in the water, water depth, . . .) corresponding to those of the
experimental situation. In practice the centers xj play the role of points in the space of the
possible acoustic measurements for which the inverse solution is known. The whole inverse
approximation is then built by interpolating through the known values with functions having
radial symmetry. The reader is referred to [18] for a general discussion on the properties of such
an approximation. For the purpose of the present paper it is sufficient to say that, among the
possible choices of RBF, we have employed Gaussian functions (i.e. φ(r) = exp(r 2 /σ 2 )) in order
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to enforce the regularity properties of the approximated inverse. The RBF approximation will
be convergent to the true solution as the number of centers N approaches infinity. As shown in
[6], [12], [13], it is possible to achieve an expected accuracy of about 1% for the compressional
velocity and 5-10% for the shear velocity by using a number of centers of the order of 900.
The centers are generated by randomly picking a physically meaningful seafloor model and
computing the corresponding acoustic field. The set of centers thus generated is referred to as
the ”training set” (from the neural network jargon) and it is employed also to determine the
coefficients cij by evaluating the RBF expansion in the known points and generating a system
of linear equations that is solved with standard techniques in the cij unknowns.
It is important to underline at this point that the RBF method does require the precise
knowledge of all the geometric parameters before the generation of the training set. On the other
hand, if several data sets share the same geometric configuration, the same RBF expansion can
be used to invert these data sets without the need of computing another training set. Another
important point is that, at least in our current implementation, we are not able to deal with
layers of variable thickness in an efficient way, while the insertion of additional layers poses no
major problems. So our implementation decision has been to fix a priori the layer thickness
and the number of layers. This has been done by considering, for any given frequency ω, the
maximum penetration, zω = λ, and the maximum resolution, hω = λ/3, expected at that
frequency. The layer thickness is then fixed as hω , and the number of layers as zω /hω . For
modelling purposes, the last layer is treated as an infinite half-space, however, the results are
not considered valid beyond the zω depth. Note that this is a ”rule of thumb”, in the sense that
we have found in simulations [6], [12] that the method is in general very poorly sensitive to
seafloor parameters below the cut-off depth zω , and it is not able to resolve layers of thickness
smaller than hω . Of course, caution must be taken in generalizing this rule: a hard rock layer
placed at a depth just below hω will have a strong effect on the acoustic field and in the inversion
result; however, this is not the case for the data discussed here.
In the remaining sub-sections we will discuss the following specific topics: clustering of the
array shape geometric data, smoothing of the acoustic data before the inversion, uncertainty
estimate of the inversion results.
4.2.1

Geometric data clustering

The RBF scheme is efficient if the same approximating function can be employed to invert
several data vectors without the need of generating a new training set. However, a training set
is associated specifically with a given geometrical configuration. The movement of the array
under tow, as reported in Figure 7, precludes the use of the same geometrical information for
all the data sets of the same run, even when the water depth and the sound speed profile in
the water are constant. However, the movement does have some periodicity, so that the same
position is repeated after some time interval. We have employed a standard clustering algorithm
to automatically separate all the data sets of the same run into classes of data homogeneous
with respect to the geometric position. In particular, we have associated with the same cluster
all the geometric positions that did not differ from each other in depth by more than one meter
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(for any of the hydrophone positions). Once the data have been divided into different clusters,
each cluster is characterized by a mean receiver array position computed by averaging for each
hydrophone the position of the elements belonging to the cluster.
By using the averaged positions, an RBF inverse function can be determined for each
cluster, and the data belonging to the same cluster are processed by the same RBF inverse.
With the data gathered in the experiment, it has been possible to divide roughly every run
of 100 snapshots in five homogeneous clusters. This means that, knowing that 900 forward
model runs were used for the computation of the RBF inverse of each of the five clusters, a
total number of 4,500 model runs were needed to invert each data run of 100 snapshots.
Note also that, in the computation of the training sets for each run, the water depth has been
mantained constant. In the runs from 108 to 111, where the water depth was slowly varying,
the mean water depth for each run has been used. This introduces another approximating
factor in the inversion (hence a potential source of error).
4.2.2

Acoustic data smoothing

Once the data are divided into different clusters on the basis of the geometric position of
the receivers, a training set for each cluster can be generated. The acoustic field snapshots
corresponding to the geometric position belonging to the cluster are then given as input to
the RBF inverse and the estimated seafloor parameters are obtained. Once the data of all
the clusters have been inverted, the data are re-arranged in sequence according to the time at
which each snapshot has been extracted.
One of the problems encountered in the experiment has to do with the data variability.
In particular, in Figure 8(a) the acoustic field snapshots belonging to the same cluster are
reported. Note that the data in each cluster are not taken at consecutive time intervals, but
share the same receiver depths. It can be seen that the data display a high level of variability,
that cannot be solely due to the variability in the seafloor parameters and/or the fluctuations
in the transmission medium. In order to reduce the noise, a 4-point moving average has been
applied to the data, leading to a more stable behaviour of the field, while still preserving its
structure. In Figure 8(b) the filtered data are shown.
4.2.3

Uncertainty estimation

Once the data in each cluster have been inverted, all the data are reorganized according to the
time information, and arranged as a function of time along the track. It has to be considered
that the inversion results are not due to the seafloor structure at a single point, but the acoustic
data are receiving energy from an extended region of the seafloor. From the geometry of the
experiment, we estimated this region to roughly be 75 meters in range along the track. To
take this into account in the resulting display, a moving average of the inversion results from
each snapshot is performed, with a window of 12 snapshots, corresponding to 36 seconds of
data. Once the moving average has been computed, the standard deviation with respect to the
computed average is calculated, and displayed together with the estimated parameters. This
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RUN
#
109
110
111

Layer 1
mean
std.
(m/s) (m/s)
1591
66
1532
33
1557
147

Layer 2
mean
std.
(m/s) (m/s)
1730
113
1794
65
1675
56

Table 5: GA estimated means and deviations of compressional velocities for the first two layers.
Thickness of layer 1 estimated to be 15 m, while thickness of layer 2 was estimate to be 5 m.
allows us to give a measurement of the uncertainty in the inversion results, and to assess their
reliability.

5

Results discussion

There are several points that have to be addressed in order to properly discuss the merits
and drawbacks of the methodology proposed. In the following, we first compare the towed
array results with the ground truth Hamilton-like seafloor model, then we compare the results
obtained with RBF and GA, and comment on their relative precision and computational effort.

5.1

Inverse model and ground truth

The GA data inversion results are shown in Table 5 and depicted in Figure 9. The inversion
procedure described in 4.1.2 gave layer thicknesses estimates of 15 m for the first layer and 5
m for the second layer. These values roughly agree with the layering of Figure 4 close to Core
281 location, layer A - 15 m thick - and layer A/B - 5 m thick - and layer B was not reached.
It can be remarked that the mean compressional velocities are in good agreement with those
found by direct measurements and also (see below) with RBF results on the same portion of
the track. It can also be noted that there is a slight tendency to over estimate the velocities,
especially in the deeper layer. This may be due to the transition zone, denoted A/B in Figure 4,
and not present near Core 280. Figure 9 shows snapshot-to-snapshot inversion results between
09:48 and 10:05. It can be noted that at several instants the GA did not converge and the
estimate was found at the extreme of the search interval. In general, the variability is, as
expected, much higher for the second layer than for the first layer.
The results of the RBF inversion along the two portions of the survey track are reported in
Figures 10 to 13. Note that the part of the track closest to the position of core no. 280 (and so
directly comparable with the ground truth model of Table 2) is in Figures 10 and 11. It can be
noted that the uncertainty figures show that the estimated P-velocity reliability decreases with
depth (P-velocity is better determined in the upper portion of the sediment), while S-velocity
has a large uncertainty in the uppermost part, and the uncertainty decreases with depth. This
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is in accordance with the relative influence on the acoustic field that may be expected for Pand S-velocities in unconsolidated sediments at the frequencies transmitted [19]. It has also to
be mentioned that attempts at estimating attenuations and density totally failed, producing
very large uncertainties over the entire track.
The first comment is that there is indeed a good qualitative agreement between the ground
truth model and the inversion results. There is also quantitative agreement for the first 10 m
within the sediment, but in the 10-15 m depth region the compressional velocity is consistently
estimated higher than the ground truth value in the case of RBF inversion (about 1850 m/s,
vs. 1610-1700 m/s). This difference cannot be accounted for by the uncertainties in the
RBF approximation only. However, it is not easy to establish the cause; while the RBF high
velocity estimate is consistent along the track, the ground truth model at that depth has been
obtained just by application of Hamilton’s curves. A previous experiment in the Adventure
Bank area has shown, at least for shear waves, that the in situ velocity is closer to the spread
in Hamilton’s regression curves for gravel than to that for coarse sand [7]. Whether this may
be due to diagenetic phenomena linked with the rich content of calcium carbonate found in
this area we are not able to assess.
The conclusion is that there is a consistent quantitative agreement in the results obtained
in the first 10 m of sediment, while there is a systematic difference between the ground truth
model and the RBF inversion results in the 10-15 m depth region. This difference does not
change the qualitative character of both models, that are still in agreement, but we are not
able to account for it with the data presented.

5.2

Comparison between GA and RBF

An important consideration at this point is that the obtained inverse model is richer, in information, than the ground truth reference model. In particular, it is possible to see some lateral
variation of the seafloor properties that is not accounted for by the reference model. The reason
is rather obvious; the reference model has been calibrated with in situ measurements at one
point (that of core no. 280), and the measurements extrapolated over the whole track with the
aid of the seismic charts. In order to account for lateral variation, the reference model should
have been calibrated at several points; this could not be done in the experiment due to lack of
ship time, and this is the very problem that the acoustic inversion attempts to overcome.
Both the RBF and GA inversion schemes provided qualitatively similar and consistent
results. The GA results also compared well quantitatively, with the independent ground truth
measurements. GA inversion could provide these results only for the higher frequency runs
(≥ 150 Hz), while the RBF scheme worked in the whole frequency range with slightly more
consistent results at lower frequencies (≤ 125 Hz). RBF allowed for the estimation of shear
velocity (not everywhere, though), while the GA method was found completely insensitive to
shear.
Note that there are basic differences in the two inversion algorithms that may account for
the difference in the results. There is first of all the use of the data (GA uses both amplitude and
phase information, while RBF uses only amplitude); then there is the difference in the approach
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(explicit maximization of a fitness function for GA, interpolation in a multiparameter space
for RBF). For instance, it is likely that the better behaviour of RBF at lower frequency is due
to the fact that the acoustic field (as a function of range) is smoother at lower frequencies,
favouring the interpolation algorithm. Note that the lower the frequency, the more sensitive is
the acoustic field to shear properties. However, it is difficult to assess how the methodological
differences in the inversion algorithms are exactly reflected in the observed results.
Knowledge of array deformation was found to be essential for inversion at wavelengths less
than or equal to 1.5 times the depth difference between towed array head and tail. When the
array shape is relatively constant, computational efficiency of RBF is many orders of magnitude
higher than that of GA, and in that case, real time estimation is possible with RBF.

6

Conclusion and future trends

This paper describes the experimental results obtained by trying to estimate a geoacoustic
model of the bottom using a moderate aperture towed array in shallow water and inverting
the received acoustic field with global search strategies. One crucial aspect of the method
proposed is the monitoring in real time of the receiving array shape. The results obtained are
in good qualitative and, up to a certain extent, quantitative agreement with an independent
seafloor reference model obtained by combining in situ measurement with Hamilton’s tabulations. Moreover, the results of the acoustic inversion are much richer in information than those
of the reference model and therefore not easily comparable. Further investigation is certainly
needed, however, the overall agreement found so far suggests that the proposed method is
capable of overcoming some of the limitations of the traditional techniques.
We consider the experiment described in this work as a feasibility test of the whole concept
of geoacoustic model identification with towed array acoustic data. As a feasibility test, we
can safely state that it can be considered succesfull. However, we are aware that several
improvements are certainly needed to obtain better performance in future operations with the
same instrumentation. We would like at this point to briefly mention those improvements on
which we are currently working.
• Array motion estimation: it is clear that the correct monitoring of the array shape is
critical to the success of the method. The motion monitoring has been obtained by
interpolating the measurements of the non-acoustic sensors. One possibile way to improve
the monitoring of the array shape is to couple the measurements with a dynamic model
of the array motion, as in [20].
• Data inversion: we have been concentrating on finding self-contained methods that can
efficiently solve the inverse problem. As already discussed, the methods employed were
specifically chosen to obtain a global solution while limiting the computations required.
As a matter of fact, this means trying to achieve a trade-off between accuracy in the
solution and computational cost of the algorithm. Different inversion strategies may be
considered. One possibility is to use a global search method at the beginning of the track.
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The model thus obtained can be used as the background model when inverting for the
subsequent data, using a local method in the fashion of [3]. When the variation from the
background model starts to become greater than a certain amount (using a pre-specified
measure), a new global search can be started, to recalibrate the local method. In this
way, a combination of global and local methods would be obtained for the inversion of
the whole acoustic track. Note that local methods are also able to provide an uncertainty
measure for the estimated model.
• Resolution and penetration within the bottom: both resolution and penetration depend on
the source frequency transmitted. In our results of Figures 9, 12 and 13, the penetration
slightly increases (while the resolution decreases) accordingly with the changes in frequency during the experiment. The transmission of multiple frequencies simultaneously
(say, for instance, ten tones from 50 to 500 Hz) may help in increasing both penetration and resolution at the same time, and also in obtaining a more robust geoacoustic
estimate.
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Figure 1: Ship navigation track during SAG1-94 sea trial.

Figure 2: Source-receiver experimental setup.
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Figure 3: Measured water depth along ship track with positions of cores and geophone array.
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Figure 4: Seismic survey along towed array track with geological interpretation: A - recent
sediments, B - quartenary sediments and C - Miocene sedimentary rocks.
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Figure 7: Array shape deformation versus snapshot number for run 209.
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Figure 9: Genetic Algorithms inversion results of P-velocity for runs 109, 110 and 111: first
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Figure 10: Radial Basis Functions results for runs 207,208 and 209: estimated P-velocity (a)
and respective estimated uncertainty (b); dark blue represents the water, red line represents
seafloor interface, P-velocity into the bottom is colour coded in m/s and dark pink is noninverted bottom below the sediment.
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Figure 11: Radial Basis Functions results for runs 207,208 and 209: estimated S-velocity (a) and
respective estimate uncertainty (b); dark blue represents the water, red line represents seafloor
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Figure 12: Radial Basis Functions results for runs 108 to 111: estimated P-velocity (a) and
respective estimate uncertainty (b); dark blue represents the water, red line represents seafloor
interface, P-velocity into the bottom is colour coded in m/s and dark pink is non-inverted
bottom below the sediment.
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Figure 13: Radial Basis Functions results for runs 108 to 111: estimated S-velocity (a) and
respective estimate uncertainty (b); dark blue represents the water, red line represents seafloor
interface, S-velocity into the bottom is colour coded in m/s and dark pink is non-inverted
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